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This stage embeds each pixel in a 6D feature space.  

We use YUV pixel color, spatial and temporal coordinates as features, which 
achieves state-of-the-art results while efficient due to low dimensionality and 
ease of computation:

Novel approach to user-driven video segmentation in bilateral space. 

New energy on the vertices of a spatiotemporal bilateral grid yields efficient 
graph cut label assignment.

Energy implicitly approximates long-range, spatio-temporal connections 
between pixels while still containing only local graph edges. 

Visit the project page: 
https://graphics.ethz.ch/~perazzif/bvs/index.html

Source Code Available

Introduction

The algorithm consists of 4 steps: lifting, splatting, graph cut, and slicing. 

Method Overview

Our approach is faster (allowing user-interaction)  and produces better 
results. 

DAVIS (visit poster 78 ) JumpCut

Evaluation 

Analysis
Parameters Evaluated two 
different sets of settings, one 
tuned for quality, BVSQ, and 
the other for speed, BVSS:

Running Time: per frame for a 
number of fast methods with 
code available:

Connectivity Analysis Mask 
propagation: on a pixel-level 
graph with increasing 
neighborhood sizes ω. Error 
decreases with larger 
neighborhoods but longer 
runtimes.

Temporal Decay:
IoU performance when a single 
mask is propagated. Our 
method degrades favorably 
when compared to other 
approaches.

Resampling Instead of labeling each lifted pixel b(p) directly, we resample the 
bilateral space using a regular grid and compute labels on the vertices of this grid S. 
The purpose is to reduce the variables that we will assign labels to in the lifted 
bilateral space. 

Splatting is computed as a weighted sum of samples:

Interpolation: This weighting function can have different options:

Nearest                  Multi-linear                Adjacent

Nearest-neighbor is the fastest, but can lead to blocky artifacts 
Multi-linear interpolation is slower, especially with higher dimensional features, but 
generates higher quality results
Adjacent interpolation provides a good compromise between the two:

Only consider vertices that differ in only one dimension:

Splatting

Lifting

Segmentation M is retrieved by slicing the grid labels i.e. interpolating labels at the 
positions of the lifted pixels in the output frame:

Slicing

Labeling We now perform a label assignment on the vertices of the bilateral grid. 
Typically there are many fewer vertices than pixels in the input video, and the 
connectivity is sparse (neighboring vertices only). 

The data term models deviations from supplied user input (splatted onto the 
bilateral space vertices).  The local connectivity of the smoothness term allows for 
efficient labeling, while enforcing long range (in pixel-space) constraints.

Graph-Cut

Input mask Propagation
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